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KU¨NNETH FORMULAE IN PERSISTENT HOMOLOGY
HITESH GAKHAR AND JOSE A. PEREA
Abstract. The classical Ku¨nneth formula in algebraic topology describes the
homology of a product space in terms of that of its factors. In this paper, we
prove Ku¨nneth-type theorems for the persistent homology of the categorical
and tensor product of filtered spaces. That is, we describe the persistent ho-
mology of these product filtrations in terms of that of the filtered components.
In addition to comparing the two products, we present two applications in
the setting of Vietoris-Rips complexes: one towards more efficient algorithms
for product metric spaces with the maximum metric, and the other recovering
persistent homology calculations on the n-torus.
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2 HITESH GAKHAR AND JOSE PEREA
1. Introduction
Persistent homology is an algebraic and computational tool from topological data
analysis [37]. Broadly speaking, it is used to quantify multiscale features of shapes
and some of its applications to science and engineering include coverage problems
in sensor networks [22], recurrence detection in time series data [36, 38, 40], the
identification of spaces of fundamental features from natural scenes [15], inferring
spatial properties of unknown environments via biobots [24], and more. Some of
the underlying ideas of persistence are also starting to permeate pure mathematics,
most notably symplectic geometry [41, 46].
The successes of persistent homology stem in part from a strong theoretical
foundation [52, 23, 35] and a focus on efficient algorithmic implementations [5,
6, 9, 20, 48]. That said, the inherent algorithmic problems are far from being
solved—see [34] for a recent survey—and current theoretical approaches to abstract
computations are limited to very specific cases [1, 2, 3]. Our goal in this paper is to
add to the toolbox of techniques for abstract computations of persistent homology
when the input can be described in terms of (a product of) simpler components.
To be more specific, the simplest input to a persistent homology computation
is a collection X “ tX0 Ă X1 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ u of topological spaces so that each inclusion
Xi ãÑ Xi`1 is continuous. This is called a filtration. Taking singular homology in
dimension n ě 0 with coefficients in a field F yields a diagram
(1) HnpX0;Fq L0ÝÝÝÑ HnpX1;Fq L1ÝÝÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ Li´1ÝÝÝÝÑ HnpXi;Fq LiÝÝÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
of vector spaces and linear maps between them. Here Li is the linear transformation
induced by the inclusion Xi ãÑ Xi`1. A theorem of Crawley-Boevey [21] implies
that if each HnpXi;Fq is finite dimensional—this is called being pointwise finite—
then there exists a set of possibly repeating intervals r`, ρq Ă N :“ t0, 1, 2, . . .u (i.e.,
a multiset), which uniquely determines the isomorphism type of (1). The resulting
multiset—this is the output of the persistent homology computation—is denoted
bcdnpX ;Fq, or just bcdnpX q if there is no ambiguity, and it is called the barcode
of (1). An interval r`, ρq P bcdnpX q corresponds to a class η P HnpX`;Fq which is
not in the image of L`´1, and so that ρ is either 8, or the smallest integer greater
than ` for which η P kerpLρ´1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝L`q. Either way, ρ´ ` is the persistence of the
homological feature η, the index ` is its birth-time, and ρ is its death-time. Our
goal is to understand diagrams like (1), and their barcodes, for the case when the
input is the product of two filtrations.
What do we mean by product filtrations? We consider two answers, one categor-
ical/computational and the other algebraic. The categorical/computational answer
is to let X ˆ Y be the filtration X0 ˆ Y0 Ă X1 ˆ Y1 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ or said more succinctly,
(2) pX ˆ Yqk :“ Xk ˆ Yk , k P N.
This answer is categorical in the sense that if Xk and Yk are objects in a category
C with all finite products, and the indices k are objects in a small category I,
then (2) is the product (i.e., it satisfies the appropriate universal property) in the
category of functors from I to C (see Proposition 3.2). Thus, we call X ˆ Y the
categorical product of the filtrations X and Y. This answer is also computational
in the sense that it is relevant to persistent homology algorithms: if pX, dXq is a
metric space and RpX, dXq is its -Rips complex—that is, the abstract simplicial
complex whose simplices are the finite nonempty subsets of X with diameter less
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than —then (see Lemma 3.8)
(3) RpX ˆ Y, dXˆY q “ RpX, dXq ˆRpY, dY q
where dXˆY is the maximum metric
(4) dXˆY
`px, yq, px1, y1q˘ :“ maxtdXpx, x1q, dY py, y1qu
and the product of Rips complexes on the right hand side of (3) takes place in the
category of abstract simplicial complexes (see 3.6 and 3.7 for definitions).
The second answer to seeking an appropriate notion of product filtration is al-
gebraic in a sense which will be clear below (equation (6)). For now, let us just
define what it is: the tensor product of X and Y is the filtration
(5) pX b Yqk :“
ď
i`j“k
pXi ˆ Yjq , k P N.
The simplest versions of the persistent Ku¨nneth formulae we prove in this paper
(Theorems 4.4 and 5.12) can be stated as follows:
Theorem 1.1. Let X and Y be pointwise finite filtrations. Then, the barcodes of
the categorical product X ˆ Y are given by the (disjoint) union of multisets
bcdn pX ˆ Yq “
ď
i`j“n
!
I X J
ˇˇˇ
I P bcdipX q , J P bcdjpYq
)
.
Similarly, the barcodes for the tensor product filtration X b Y satisfy
bcdnpX b Yq “
ď
i`j“n
"
p`J ` Iq X p`I ` Jq
ˇˇˇ
I P bcdipX q , J P bcdjpYq
*
ď
ď
i`j“n´1
"
pρJ ` Iq X pρI ` Jq
ˇˇˇ
I P bcdipX q , J P bcdjpYq
*
where `J and ρJ denote, respectively, the left and right endpoints of the interval J .
It is worth noting that this theorem also holds true for filtrations of (ordered)
simplicial complexes, simplicial sets, simplicial homology, and products in the ap-
propriate categories. In particular, it implies the following corollary (4.6) for the
Rips persistent homology of product metric spaces:
Corollary 1.2. Let pX, dXq, pY, dY q be finite metric spaces and let bcdRn pX, dXq be
the barcode of the Rips filtration RpX, dXq :“ tRpX, dXquě0. Then,
bcdRn pX ˆ Y, dXˆY q “
ď
i`j“n
!
I X J
ˇˇˇ
I P bcdRi pX, dXq , J P bcdRj pY, dY q
)
for all n P N, if dXˆY is the maximum metric (4).
We envision for this type of result to be used in abstract persistent computations,
as well as in the design of new and more efficient persistent homology algorithms.
Let us see an example illustrating Theorem 1.1 and contrasting the categorical
and tensor product filtrations. Indeed, consider the filtered simplicial complexes K
and L shown in Figure 1.
The two filtrations K ˆ L and K b L are shown in Figure 2. The products
Ki ˆ Lj are computed in the category of ordered simplicial complexes using the
order a ď b ď c (see 3.9 and 3.10 for definitions).
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Figure 1. Filtered simplicial complex K “ L, with Ki “ K5 for i ě 5.
Figure 2. The filtrations K ˆ L (left) and K b L (right). The
numbers denote the filtration index at which the corresponding
simplices enter the filtration.
When comparing K ˆ L and K b L, the first thing to note is the heterogeneity
of indices in K b L. This suggests that the tensor product filtration has more
short-lived birth-death events than the categorical product, which is supported by
the formulas in Theorem 1.1. That is, the barcodes of K b L are expected to be
“noisier” (i.e., with more short intervals) than those of K ˆ L. The barcodes for
K ˆ L and K b L from Figure 2, over any field F, are shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3. Barcodes for KˆL (left) and KbL (right) in dimen-
sions 0, 1, and 2.
As described in Theorem 1.1, these barcodes are related to those of the complexes
K and L, bcdpKq “ tr0,8q0, r1, 3q0, r2, 4q0, r5,8q1u “ bcdpLq, where the subscripts
denote homological dimension, as shown in Tables 1 and 2.
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bcdpKˆLq bcdpKq ˇˇ bcdpLq
r5,8q2 r5,8q1 X r5,8q1
r5,8q1 r5,8q1 X r0,8q0
r5,8q1 r0,8q0 X r5,8q1
r0,8q0 r0,8q0 X r0,8q0
r2, 4q0 r2, 4q0 X r2, 4q0
r2, 4q0 r2, 4q0 X r0,8q0
r2, 4q0 r0,8q0 X r2, 4q0
r1, 3q0 r1, 3q0,Xr1, 3q0
r1, 3q0 r1, 3q0 X r0,8q0
r1, 3q0 r0,8q0 X r1, 3q0
r2, 3q0 r2, 4q0 X r1, 3q0
r2, 3q0 r1, 3q0 X r2, 4q0
Table 1
bcd1pKbLq bcdpKq
ˇˇ
bcdpLq
r5,8q1 p0` r5,8q1qXp5` r0,8q0q
r5,8q1 p5` r0,8q0qXp0` r5,8q1q
r7, 9q1 p2` r5,8q1q X p5` r2, 4q0q
r7, 9q1 p5` r2, 4q0q X p2` r5,8q1q
r6, 8q1 p1` r5,8q1q X p5` r1, 3q0q
r6, 8q1 p5` r1, 3q0q X p1` r5,8q1q
r6, 8q1 p4` r2, 4q0q X p4` r2, 4q0q
r5, 7q1 p3` r2, 4q0q X p4` r1, 3q0q
r5, 7q1 p4` r1, 3q0q X p3` r2, 4q0q
r4, 6q1 p3` r1, 3q0q X p3` r1, 3q0q
Table 2
1.1. Sketch of proof. In establishing the formulae, the categorical product is the
simpler of the two. Given two diagrams of topological spaces and continuous maps
X “ tfα1,α : Xα Ñ Xα1uαĺα1PP
Y “ tgα1,α : Yα Ñ Yα1uαĺα1PP
indexed by a separable toally ordered set pP,ĺq — e.g., the reals — so that fα,α is
the identity of Xα and fα2,α1 ˝ fα1,α “ fα2,α for α ĺ α1 ĺ α2 (similarly for gα1,α),
we let X ˆ Y “ tfα1,α ˆ gα1,α : Xα ˆ Yα ÝÑ Xα1 ˆ Yα1uαĺα1PP . The classical
topological Ku¨nneth theorem implies that the induced P-indexed diagram 
HnpXα ˆ Yα;Fq ÝÑ HnpXα1 ˆ Yα1 ;Fq
(
αĺα1PP
is isomorphic to# à
i`j“n
HipXα;Fq bF HjpYα;Fq ÝÑ
à
i`j“n
HipXα1 ;Fq bF HjpYα1 ;Fq
+
αĺα1PP
and a barcode computation, in the pointwise finite case, yields the result.
The tensor product of X “ tXi Ă Xi`1uiPN and Y “ tYi Ă Yi`1uiPN requires a
bit more work. Define the persistent homology of X as
PHnpX ;Fq :“
à
iPN
HnpXi;Fq
This object has the structure of a graded module over the polynomial ring Frts in one
variable t, where the product of t with a homogeneous element of degree i reduces to
applying the linear transformation induced by the inclusion Xi ãÑ Xi`1. For purely
algebraic reasons—specifically the algebraic Ku¨nneth theorem for chain complexes
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of flat modules over a PID—and a new persistent version of the Eilenberg-Zilber
theorem (Theorem 5.10), one obtains a natural short exact sequence
0 Ñ à
i`j“n
PHipX ;Fq bFrts PHjpY;Fq Ñ PHnpX b Y;Fq Ñà
i`j“n
TorFrtspPHipX ;Fq, PHj´1pY;Fqq Ñ 0
(6)
which splits, though not naturally. This is why we think of X bY as the algebraic
answer to asking what an appropriate notion of product filtration is: unlike X ˆ Y,
the tensor product X b Y fits into the type of short exact sequence one would expect
in a Ku¨nneth theorem for persistent homology. The barcode formula in Theorem 1.1
follows, in the pointwise finite case, from the existence of graded Frts-isomorphisms
PHipX ;Fq –
à
r`,ρqPbcdipX ;Fq
`
t` ¨ Frts˘ L ptρq
with the convention that t8 “ 0, using that (6) splits, and computing the tensor
and Tor Frts-modules explicitly in terms of operations on intervals.
We further establish that (6) still holds when the inclusions Xi ãÑ Xi`1 and
Yi ãÑ Yi`1 are replaced by continuous maps fi and gi, respectively. In this case
b is replaced by a generalized tensor product bg, equivalent to b for inclusions,
and defined as follows: the space pX bg Yqk is the homotopy colimit of the functor
from the poset 4k “ tpi, jq P N2 : i` j ď ku to Top sending pi, jq to Xi ˆ Yj , and
pi ď i1, j ď j1q to the map pfi1´1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ fiq ˆ pgj1´1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ gjq : Xi ˆ Yj Ñ Xi1 ˆ Yj1 .
The map pX bg Yqk Ñ pX bg Yqk`1 is the one induced at the level of homotopy
colimits by the inclusion 4k Ă 4k`1 of indexing posets.
1.2. Organization of the paper. Section 2 is devoted to the algebraic back-
ground needed for the paper; it takes a categorical viewpoint and introduces no-
tions such as persistent homology, the classical Ku¨nneth theorems, and homotopy
colimits. In section 3 we define products of (diagrams of) spaces and study their
properties, while sections 4 and 5 contain the proofs of our persistent Ku¨nneth for-
mulae for the categorical and generalized tensor products, respectively. In section
6 we present two applications of the Ku¨nneth formula for the categorical product
in the setting of Vietoris-Rips complexes. The first application is to faster compu-
tations of the persistent homology of RpX ˆ Y, dXˆY q, and the second application
revisits theoretical results about the Rips persistent homology of the n-torus.
1.3. Related work. Different versions of the algebraic Ku¨nneth theorem in persis-
tence have appeared in the last two years. In [42, Proposition 2.9], the authors prove
a Ku¨nneth formula for the tensor product of filtered chain complexes, while [12, Sec-
tion 10] establishes Ku¨nneth theorems for the graded tensor product and the sheaf
tensor product of persistence modules. In [14], the authors prove a Ku¨nneth formula
relating the persistent homology of metric spaces pX, dXq, pY, dY q to the persistence
of their cartesian product equipped with the L1 (sum) metric pXˆY, dX `dY q, for
homological dimensions n “ 0, 1. The persistent Ku¨nneth theorems proven here are
the first to start at the level of filtered spaces, identifying the appropriate product
filtrations and resulting barcode formulas. Compared to the sum metric [14], we
remark that our results for the maximum metric hold in all homological dimensions.
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2. Preliminaries
This section deals with the necessary algebraic background for later portions of
the paper. We hope this will make the presentation more accessible to a broader
audience, though experts should feel free to skip to Section 3 and come back as
necessary. We provide a brief review of persistent homology, the rank invariant,
the algebraic Ku¨nneth formula for the tensor product of chain complexes of modules
over a Principal Ideal Domain (PID), as well as an explicit model for the homotopy
colimit of a diagram of topological spaces. For a more detailed treatment we refer
the interested reader to the references therein.
2.1. Persistent homology. The framework we use here is that of diagrams in a
category (see also [13]). Besides the definitions and the classification via barcodes,
the main point from this section is that the persistent homology of a diagram of
spaces is isomorphic to the standard homology of the associated persistence chain
complex (see [52] and Theorem 2.21).
Definition 2.1. If C and I are categories, with I small (i.e., so that its objects
form a set), then we denote by CI the category whose objects are functors from
I to C, and whose morphisms are natural transformations between said functors.
The objects of the functor category CI are often referred to in the literature as
I-indexed diagrams in C. Two diagrams D,D1 P CI are said to be isomorphic,
denoted D – D1, if they are naturally isomorphic as functors.
Here is an example describing the main type of indexing category we will consider
throughout the paper.
Example 2.2. Let pP,ĺq be a partially ordered set (i.e., a poset). Let P denote
the category whose objects are the elements of P, and a unique morphism x Ñ y
for each pair x ĺ y in P. We call P the poset category of P.
As for the target category C, we will mostly be interested in spaces and their
algebraic invariants.
Example 2.3. If Top is the category of topological spaces and continuous maps,
and I is a thin category (i.e., with at most one morphism between any two objects),
then each object of TopI is a collection X “ tfj,i : Xi Ñ XjuiÑjPI of topological
spaces Xi, and continuous maps fj,i : Xi ÝÑ Xj for each morphism i Ñ j in
I satisfying: fi,i is the identity of Xi, and fk,j ˝ fj,i “ fk,i for any i Ñ j Ñ k.
Similarly, a morphism φ from X “ tfj,i : Xi Ñ Xju to Y “ tgj,i : Yi Ñ Yju is a
family of maps φi : Xi Ñ Yi such that gj,i ˝ φi “ φj ˝ fj,i for every iÑ j.
Example 2.4. Let N “ t0, 1, 2, . . .u with its usual (total) order, and let N be its
poset category. N-indexed diagrams in Top arise in Topological Data Analysis
(TDA) as follows. Let M be a metric space, let X Ă M be a subspace and let
X Ă M be finite. In applications X is the data one observes (e.g., images, text
documents, molecular compounds, etc), obtained by sampling from/around X (the
ground truth, which is unknown in practice), both sitting in an ambient space M.
With the goal of estimating the topology of X from X, one starts by letting Xpq
be the union of open balls in M of radius  ě 0 centered at points of X. Hence Xpq
provides a—perhaps rough—approximation to the topology of X for each  ě 0,
and any discretization 0 “ 0 ă 1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ of r0,8q yields an object in TopN as
follows: N Q i ÞÑ Xpiq, and the inclusion Xpiq ãÑ Xpjq is the map associated to
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i ď j. Such objects allow one to avoid optimizing the choice of a single , leading
to several recovery theorems and algorithms for topological inference [35].
Remark 2.5. If each fi : Xi Ñ Xi`1 in X P TopN is an inclusion, e.g. as in
Example 2.4, then X defines a filtered topological space. Specifically, the union of
the Xi’s. Recall that a filtered topological space consists of a space X together
with a filtration X0 Ă X1 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă X.
This observation motivates the following definition.
Definition 2.6. We call X P TopN a filtered space if all its maps are inclusions.
The collection of all filtered spaces forms a full subcategory of TopN denoted FTop.
Example 2.7. Let X P TopN, and let T pX q P FTop be the functor defined as
follows. For j P N, let TjpX q be the mapping telescope of
X0
f0ÝÑ X1 f1ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ fj´2ÝÝÝÑ Xj´1 fj´1ÝÝÝÑ Xj .
Explicitly, TjpX q is the quotient space
TjpX q “ Xj ˆ tju \
ˆğ
iăj
Xi ˆ ri, i` 1s
˙M
px, i` 1q „ pfipxq, i` 1q.
It readily follows that TjpX q Ă TkpX q whenever j ď k, and therefore T pX q defines
an object in FTop called the telescope filtration of X .
As is typical in algebraic topology, one is interested in the interplay between
diagrams of spaces and diagrams of algebraic objects.
Example 2.8. Let R be a commutative ring with unity, and let ModR be the
category of (left) R-modules and R-morphisms. The typical objects in ModIR one
encounters in TDA arise from objects X P TopI by fixing n P N and taking singular
homology in dimension n with coefficients in R. Indeed, HnpXi;Rq is an R-module
for each i P I, and for each morphism i Ñ j in I, the map X pi Ñ jq : Xi ÝÑ Xj
induces—in a functorial manner—a well-defined R-morphism from HnpXi;Rq to
HnpXj ;Rq. The resulting object in ModIR will be denoted HnpX ;Rq.
Definition 2.9. Let M,N P ModIR, and let M‘N : I ÝÑ ModR be the functor
sending i P I to pM‘N qpiq :“Mi ‘Ni, and each morphism iÑ j in I to
pM‘N qpiÑ jq :“MpiÑ jq ‘N piÑ jq.
We say that M P ModIR is indecomposable if M – N ‘O only when either N or
O is the zero functor. Similarly, let MbN : I ÝÑ ModR be the functor sending
i P I to Mi bR Ni and iÑ j to MpiÑ jq bR N piÑ jq, where the tensor product
bR is the usual one for R-modules and R-morphisms.
Example 2.10. Recall that an interval in a poset P is a set I Ă P for which
i, k P I and i ĺ j ĺ k always imply j P I. An interval I Ă P defines an object 1I
in ModPR as follows: for j ĺ j1 in P, let
1Ipjq :“
#
R if j P I
0 else
and 1Ipj ĺ j1q :“
#
idR if j, j
1 P I
0 else
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The 1I ’s are called interval diagrams, and if P is totally ordered, then they are
indecomposable in ModPR [13, Lemma 4.2]. Moreover, if I, J Ă P are intervals,
then the tensor product of the corresponding interval diagrams satisfies
1I b 1J – 1IXJ .
Indeed, 1Ib1Jprq – 0 if r R IXJ , and 1Ib1Jprq – RbRR – R if r P IXJ , where
the last isomorphism is given by multiplication in R. Since applying idR bR idR
and then multiplying equals multiplying and then applying idR, the result follows.
Interval diagrams are fundamental building blocks in ModPF [21, Theorem 1.1]:
Theorem 2.11. Let F be a field and let pP,ĺq be a totally ordered set. Suppose
that P is separable with respect to the order topology, and that V P ModPF satisfies
dimF Vpjq ă 8 for all j P P. Then, there exists a multiset of intervals I Ă P called
the barcode of V, denoted bcdpVq, and so that
V – à
IPbcdpVq
1I .
Moreover, bcdpVq only depends on—and uniquely determines—the isomorphism
type of V.
Remark 2.12. An object V P ModIF satisfying the condition dimF Vpjq ă 8 for all
j P I is said to be pointwise finite.
Definition 2.13. Let F and P be as in Theorem 2.11, and let X P TopP be so
that HnpX ;Fq is pointwise finite. The barcode of HnpX ;Fq, denoted bcdnpX ;Fq,
is the unique multiset of intervals in P such that
HnpX ;Fq –
à
IPbcdnpX ;Fq
1I .
It follows that bcdnpX ;Fq provides a succinct description of the isomorphism
type of HnpX ;Fq. The design of algorithms for the computation of barcodes, at
least in the N-indexed case, leverages a more concrete description of HnpX ;Fq which
we describe next.
Definition 2.14. For M “ thj,i : Mi ÝÑMjuiĺjPP an object in ModPR, let
(7) PM :“à
iPP
Mi.
PM is called the persistence module associated to M.
The word module stems from the following observation: if M P ModNR , then
PM is a graded module over Rrts, the graded ring of polynomials in a variable t.
Indeed, the Rrts-module structure is defined through multiplication by t as follows:
for m “ pm0,m1, . . .q P PM let
t ¨m :“ `0, h0pm0q, h1pm1q, . . . ˘
and extend the action to Rrts in the usual way. The graded nature of the multipli-
cation comes from noticing that tk ¨Mi ĂMi`k for every i, k P N.
If φ : M ÝÑ N is a morphism in ModNR , then it can be readily checked that
Pφ :“ ‘iφi : PM ÝÑ PN is a graded Rrts-morphism, and that P defines a functor
satisfying:
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Theorem 2.15 (Correspondence). Let gModRrts denote the category of graded
Rrts-modules and graded Rrts-morphisms. Then, P : ModNR ÝÑ gModRrts is an
equivalence of categories.
Remark 2.16. Let ` ă ρ in NYt8u, and let 1r`,ρq P ModNR be the resulting interval
diagram. Then,
P1r`,ρq –
`
t` ¨Rrts˘ { ptρq
as graded Rrts-modules, with the convention t8 “ 0. These are called interval
modules.
Let X P TopN—for instance, encoding multiscale approximations to the topol-
ogy of an underlying unknown space (see Example 2.4). Applying Hnp ¨ ;Rq as
in Example 2.8 yields an object in ModNR , and applying the functor P from the
Correspondence Theorem (2.15) defines a graded Rrts-module. Explicitly:
Definition 2.17. Given an object X P TopN, its n-dimensional persistent homol-
ogy with coefficients in R is the persistence module PHnpX ;Rq P gModRrts,
PHnpX ;Rq :“
à
iPN
HnpXi;Rq.
Remark 2.18. If F is a field and HnpX ;Fq is pointwise finite, then
PHnpX ;Fq –
à
r`,ρqPbcdnpX ;Fq
`
t` ¨ Frts˘ { ptρq
as graded Frts-modules. A graded version of the structure theorem for modules over
a PID implies that if PHnpX ;Fq is finitely generated over Frts, then bcdnpX ;Fq can
be recovered from the (graded) invariant factor decomposition of PHnpX ;Fq. This
is how the first general persistent homology algorithms were implemented [52].
Thus far we have described persistent homology in terms of barcodes and Frts-
graded modules. The next, and final description, is in terms of the standard ho-
mology of the persistence chain complex. Indeed, let ChR denote the category of
(N-graded) chain complexes of R-modules, and chain maps. Recall that given two
chain complexes C˚ and C 1˚ , their direct sum is given by
C˚ ‘ C 1˚ “
 Bi ‘ B1i : Ci ‘ C 1i ÝÑ Ci´1 ‘ C 1i´1(iPN .
Definition 2.19. Let C˚ “ tfj : C˚j ÝÑ C˚j`1u be an object in ChNR . That is,
each C˚j is a chain complex of R-modules, and the fj ’s are chain maps. Then, the
persistence chain complex of C˚ is
PC˚ :“
à
jPN
C˚j
where each PCi “ À
jPN
Ci,j P gModR, and therefore PC˚ is an object in the category
gChRrts of chain complexes of graded Rrts-modules.
Remark 2.20. Since homology commutes with direct sums of chain complexes, then
HnpPC˚q –
à
jPN
HnpC˚jq “ PHnpC˚q
as Rrts modules.
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For X P Top, let S˚pX;Rq P ChR denote the chain complex of singular chains
in X with coefficients in R. Then, given X P TopN, composition of functors yields
an object S˚pX ;Rq in ChNR . The associated persistence chain complex is thus an
object PS˚pX ;Rq in gModRrts and its homology—by Remark 2.20—recovers the
persistent homology of X . In other words,
Theorem 2.21 ([52]). Let X P TopN. Then, its persistent homology is isomorphic
over Rrts to the homology of PS˚pX , Rq:
PHnpX ;Rq – HnpPS˚pX ;Rqq.(8)
For a general (small) indexing category I the barcode is no longer available as a
discrete invariant for pointwise finite objects in ModIF [17]. However, it is always
possible to consider the rank invariant:
Definition 2.22. Let M P ModIF . The rank invariant of M is the function on
morphisms of I given by ρMpi Ñ jq “ rankpMpi Ñ jqq P N Y t8u. For an object
X P TopI we let ρXn :“ ρHnpX ;Fq.
Remark 2.23. Note that ρM is an invariant of the isomorphism type of M. It is
in fact computable in polynomial time when I “ Nk and PM is finitely generated
as an Frt1, . . . , tks module [16]. If M P ModRF is pointwise finite, then ρM and
bcdpMq can be recovered from each other [17, Theorem 12].
2.2. The Classical Ku¨nneth Theorems. The classical Ku¨nneth theorem in al-
gebraic topology relates the homology of the product of two spaces to the homology
of its factors. The relation is via a split natural short exact sequence, and the proof
is a combination of the algebraic Ku¨nneth formula for chain complexes, and the
Eilenberg-Zilber theorem. Both theorems are stated next, but first here are two
relevant definitions:
Definition 2.24. Let R be a commutative ring, and let C,C 1 P ChR. The tensor
product chain complex CbRC 1 consists of R-modules pCbRC 1qn “À
i
pCibRC 1n´iq
and boundary morphisms
Ci bR C 1n´i ÝÑ pC bR C 1qn
cbR c1 ÞÑ BicbR c1 ` p´1qicbR B1n´ic1
Definition 2.25. An R-module M is called flat, if for every short exact sequence
0 Ñ AÑ A1 Ñ A2 Ñ 0 of R-modules, the induced sequence
0 Ñ AbRM Ñ A1 bRM Ñ A2 bRM Ñ 0
is also exact. In particular, free modules are flat.
Theorem 2.26 (The Algebraic Ku¨nneth Formula). If R is a PID and at least one
of the chain complexes C,C 1 is flat (i.e., the constituent modules are flat), then for
each n P N there is a natural short exact sequence
0 ÝÑ à
i`j“n
pHipCq bR HjpC 1qq ÝÑ HnpC bR C 1q ÝÑà
i`j
TorRpHipCq, Hj´1pC 1qq ÝÑ 0
which splits but not naturally.
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See for instance [32, Chapter 5, Theorem 2.1]. As it is well known, when C
and C 1 are the singular chain complexes of two topological spaces X and Y , then
the Eilenberg-Zilber theorem [28] provides a link between the algebraic Ku¨nneth
theorem and the homology of X ˆ Y :
Theorem 2.27 (Eilenberg-Zilber). For topological spaces X and Y , there is a
natural chain equivalence ζ : S˚pX;Rq bR S˚pY ;Rq ÝÑ S˚pX ˆ Y ;Rq, and thus
HnpX ˆ Y ;Rq – Hn
`
S˚pX;Rq bR S˚pY ;Rq
˘
for all n ě 0.
The existence of ζ is in fact an application of the acyclic models theorem of
Eilenberg and MacLane [26]. This theorem provides conditions under which two
functors to the category of chain complexes produce naturally isomorphic homology
theories. Later on we will use the machinery of acyclic models to prove a persistent
Eilenberg-Zilber theorem (Theorem 5.10), which then yields our persistent Ku¨nneth
formula for the tensor product (Theorem 5.12). For now, here is the topological
Ku¨nneth theorem:
Corollary 2.28 (The topological Ku¨nneth formula). Let X,Y be topological spaces
and let R be a PID. Then, there exists a natural short exact sequence
0 ÝÑ à
i`j“n
pHipX;Rq bR HjpY ;Rqq ÝÑ HnpX ˆ Y ;Rq ÝÑà
i`j“n
TorRpHipX;Rq, Hj´1pY ;Rqq ÝÑ 0
(9)
which splits, though not naturally.
2.3. Homotopy Colimits. The machinery of homotopy colimits will be used in
Section 3 to define the generalized tensor product bg : TopN ˆTopN ÝÑ TopN
appearing in Theorem 5.12. We provide here a basic review, but direct the in-
terested reader to [25] or [49] for a more comprehensive presentation. If C is a
category, then Cop will denote its opposite category, and BC will denote its classi-
fying space—i.e., the geometric realization of the nerve of C.
Definition 2.29. The undercategory of c P C, denoted pc Ó Cq, is the category
whose objects are pairs pc1, σq consisting of an object c1 P C and a morphism
σ : cÑ c1 in C. A morphism from pc1, σ : cÑ c1q to pc2, β : cÑ c2q is a morphism
τ : c1 Ñ c2 in C such that τ ˝ σ “ β.
Remark 2.30. If σ : c Ñ c1 is a morphism in C, then composing with σ induces
covariant functors σ˚ : pc1 Ó Cq Ñ pc Ó Cq and σo˚p : pc1 Ó Cqop Ñ pc Ó Cqop.
Definition 2.31. Let tAiuiPI be a family of objects in a category C. The product
of this family, if it exists, is an object P P C along with morphisms pi : P Ñ Ai
such that for any Y P C and any collection of morphisms tyi : Y Ñ AiuiPI , there
exists a unique morphism f : Y Ñ P so that pi ˝ f “ yi for each i. The product,
since when it exists it is unique up to isomorphism, will be denoted
Ś
iPAAi. The
existence of f for any Y and any tyiuiPI , is referred to as the universal property
defining the categorical product.
The dual notion of coproduct of tAiuiPI is the object C P C, when it exists, along
with morphisms ci : Ai Ñ C such that for any any object Y and any collection
of morphisms tyi : Ai Ñ Y uiPI , there exists a unique morphism g : C Ñ Y such
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that g ˝ ci “ yi for each i. The coproduct of tAiuiPI is denoted šiPI Ai, and the
existence of g is the universal property defining it.
Example 2.32. If Ai P Top, then the product ŚiPAAi is the space whose under-
lying set is the Cartesian product endowed with the product topology, while the
coproduct
š
iPI Ai is their disjoint union.
Definition 2.33. Let f, g : AÑ B be morphisms in a category C. The coequalizer
of f and g, denoted coeqpAÑBq if it exists, is an object C P C with a morphism
q : B Ñ C such that q ˝ f “ q ˝ g. Moreover, if there is another pair pC 1, q1q such
that q1 ˝ f “ q1 ˝ g, then there is a unique u : C Ñ C 1 such that u ˝ q “ q1.
Example 2.34. If f, g : A Ñ B are two morphisms in Top, then coeqpAÑBq is
the quotient space B
L`
fpaq „ gpaq, @a P A˘.
Definition 2.35. Let D : I ÝÑ Top be a functor. The colimit of D is defined as:
colimpDq :“ coeq
«ž
iÑj
DpiqÑ
ž
i
Dpiq
ff
(10)
where the top map sends Dpiq to itself via the identity, the bottom map sends Dpiq
to Dpjq via Dpi Ñ jq, and the first coproduct is indexed over all morphisms in I.
Similarly, the homotopy colimit of D is defined as:
hocolimpDq :“ coeq
«ž
iÑj
Dpiq ˆ Bpj Ó IqopÑ
ž
i
Dpiq ˆ Bpi Ó Iqop
ff
(11)
The top map Dpiq ˆBpj Ó Iqop Ñ Dpjq ˆBpj Ó Iqop is DpiÑ jq times the identity,
while the bottom map Dpiq ˆBpj Ó Iqop Ñ Dpiq ˆBpi Ó Iqop is the identity of Dpiq
times the map on classifying spaces induced by piÑ jqo˚p : pj Ó Iqop Ñ pi Ó Iqop.
It is worth noting that if D,D1 P TopI, then any morphism D Ñ D1 induces
(functorially) a map hocolimpDq Ñ hocolimpD1q, and that if f P JI and D P TopJ,
then f induces a natural map φf : hocolimpD ˝ fq Ñ hocolimpDq called the change
of indexing category. Moreover, [25]
Proposition 2.36. Let f : I Ñ J, g : J Ñ K and D : K Ñ Top be functors. Then
φg˝f “ φg ˝ φf .
While both the colimit and the homotopy colimit of a diagram of spaces yield
methods for functorially gluing spaces along maps, only the latter preservers ho-
motopy equivalences. Indeed [49, Proposition 3.7],
Theorem 2.37. Let D,D1 P TopI. If D Ñ D1 is a natural (weak) homotopy
equivalence—i.e. each Dpiq Ñ D1piq is a (weak) homotopy equivalence—then the
induced map hocolimpDq Ñ hocolimpD1q is a (weak) homotopy equivalence.
When the indexing category has a terminal object, that is, a unique object z
such that for all i P I there is a unique morphism iÑ z, then the homotopy colimit
is particulary simple [25, Lemma 6.8],
Theorem 2.38. Suppose that I has a terminal object z. Then for all D P TopI,
the collapse map hocolimpDq Ñ Dpzq is a weak homotopy equivalence.
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Notice that by collapsing the classifying spaces Bpj Ó Iqop and Bpi Ó Iqop in the
definition of homotopy colimit to a point, we recover the definition of the colimit.
Next, we will see specific conditions under which this collapse defines a homotopy
equivalence from hocolimpDq to colimpDq. In order to state the result, we recall the
notion of a cofibration.
Definition 2.39. A continuous map f : AÑ X is called a cofibration if it satisfies
the homotopy extension property with respect to all spaces Y . That is, given a
homotopy ht : AÑ Y and a map H0 : X Ñ Y such that H0 ˝ f “ h0, then there is
a homotopy Ht : X Ñ Y such that Ht ˝ f “ ht for all t. If fpAq is a closed subset
of X, then f is called a closed cofibration.
Remark 2.40. The telescope filtration T pX q P FTop of X P TopN satisfies that
TipX q ãÑ TjpX q is a closed cofibration for all i ď j [10, Chapter VII, Theorem 1.5].
Here is one situation where colim and hocolim provide similar answers,
Lemma 2.41 (Projection Lemma). Let P be a partially ordered set and P its poset
category. Let D P TopP be such that Dpi ĺ jq : Dpiq Ñ Dpjq is a closed cofibration
for each pair i ĺ j in P. Then the collapse map
hocolimpDq Ñ colimpDq
is a homotopy equivalence.
Proof. See [49, Proposition 3.1]. 
3. Products of Diagrams of Spaces
With the necessary background in place, we now move towards the main results
of the paper. Given a category S of spaces (e.g., topological, metric, simplicial, etc)
and a small indexing category I, our first objective is to identify relevant products
between I-indexed diagrams X ,Y P SI. For a particular product, the goal is to
describe its persistent homology in terms of the persistent homologies of X and
Y. This is what we call a persistent Ku¨nneth formula. Let us begin with the first
product construction: the categorical product in SI.
Definition 3.1. Let S be a category having all pairwise products (e.g., finitely
complete), let X ,Y P SI, and let X ˆY : I ÝÑ S be the functor taking each object
i P I to the (categorical) product XiˆYi P S, and each morphism iÑ j in I to the
unique morphism X ˆ YpiÑ jq making the following diagram commute:
(12)
Xi ˆ Yi
Xj Xj ˆ Yj Yj
YpiÑjq˝pYiX piÑjq˝pXi
pYjp
X
j
The existence of X ˆYpiÑ jq follows from the universal property defining XjˆYj .
We have the following observation:
Proposition 3.2. Let S be a category with all pairwise products. Then, X ˆY P SI
is the categorical product of X ,Y P SI.
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Proof. First, note that the existence of pX : X ˆ Y ÝÑ X and pY : X ˆ Y ÝÑ Y
follows from that of pXi : XiˆYi ÝÑ Xi and pYi : XiˆYi ÝÑ Yi for each i P I, and
the commutativity of (12) for each iÑ j.
Let Z P SI, and let µ : Z Ñ X , ν : Z Ñ Y be morphisms. For each i P I,
let µi ˆ νi : Zi Ñ Xi ˆ Yi be the unique morphism so that pXi ˝ pµi ˆ νiq “ µi
and pYi ˝ pµi ˆ νiq “ νi. It readily follows that µ ˆ ν : Z ÝÑ X ˆ Y, given
by pµ ˆ νqpiq “ µi ˆ νi, is the unique morphism of I-indexed diagrams such that
pX ˝ pµˆ νq “ µ, and pY ˝ pµˆ νq “ ν. 
Let us describe in more detail the categories we have in mind for S, as well as
what the categorical products are in each case.
Example 3.3 (Topological spaces). Recall that Top denotes the category of topo-
logical spaces and continuous maps. For X,Y P Top, their Cartesian product
equipped with the product topology is the categorical product of X and Y in Top.
Example 3.4 (Metric Spaces). Let Met denote the category of metric spaces and
non-expansive maps. That is, its objects are pairs pX, dXq—a set and a metric—
and its morphisms are functions f : X ÝÑ Y so that dY pfpxq, fpx1qq ď dXpx, x1q
for all x, x1 P X.
Definition 3.5. Given pX, dXq, pY, dY q P Met, let X ˆ Y denote the Cartesian
product of the underlying sets, and let dXˆY be the maximum metric on X ˆ Y :
dXˆY
`px, yq, px1, y1q˘ :“ maxtdXpx, x1q, dY py, y1qu.
Since the coordinate projections pX : X ˆ Y ÝÑ X and pY : X ˆ Y ÝÑ Y are
non-expansive, it readily follows that pX ˆ Y, dXˆY q is the categorical product of
pX, dXq and pY, dY q in Met.
Example 3.6 (Simplicial Complexes). Recall that a simplicial complex is a collec-
tion K of finite nonempty sets—called simplices—so that if σ P K and H ‰ τ Ă σ,
then τ P K. Let Kpnq Ă K be the collection of simplices of K with n`1 elements—
these are called n-simplices and we write v P Kp0q instead of tvu P Kp0q. A
function f : K ÝÑ K 1 between simplicial complexes is called a simplicial map
if fptv0, . . . , vnuq “ tfpv0q, . . . , fpvnqu for every tv0, . . . , vnu P K. Let Simp be the
category of simplicial complexes and simplicial maps.
Definition 3.7. For K,K 1 P Simp, let K ˆK 1 be the smallest simplicial complex
containing all Cartesian products σ ˆ σ1, for σ P K and σ1 P K 1.
In other words, τ P K ˆ K 1 if and only if there exist σ P K and σ1 P K 1 with
τ Ă σ ˆ σ1. Let p : τ Ñ σ and p1 : τ Ñ σ1 be the projection maps onto the first
and second coordinate, respectively. Since ppτq Ă σ, then ppτq P K, and similarly
p1pτq P K 1. Hence p and p1 define simplicial maps K pÐÝ K ˆ K 1 p1ÝÑ K 1, and it
readily follows that K ˆK 1 is the categorical product of K and K 1 in Simp.
As mentioned in the Introduction, the Rips complex at scale  P R is a simplicial
complex which can be associated to any metric space pX, dXq. It is widely used in
TDA—when pX, dXq is the observed data set—and it is defined as
(13) RpXq :“
"
tx0, . . . , xnu Ă X : max
0ďi,jďn dXpxi, xjq ă 
*
.
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Notice that any non-expansive function f : X Ñ Y between metric spaces extends
to a simplicial map Rpfq : RpXq Ñ RpY q, and thus R defines a functor from
Met to Simp. This functor is in fact compatible with the categorical products:
Lemma 3.8. Let pX, dXq, pY, dY q be metric spaces, and let  P R. Then,
RpX ˆ Y q “ RpXq ˆRpY q.
Proof. See the proof of Proposition 10.2 in [1]. 
One drawback of the categorical product in Simp is that it is not well-behaved
with respect to geometric realizations. Indeed, recall that the geometric realiza-
tion of a simplicial complex K—denoted |K|—is the collection of all functions
ϕ : Kp0q Ñ r0, 1s so that tv P Kp0q : ϕpvq ‰ 0u P K, and for which ř
vPKp0q
ϕpvq “ 1.
Moreover, if ϕ,ψ P |K|, then
d|K|pϕ,ψq :“
ÿ
vPKp0q
|ϕpvq ´ ψpvq|
defines a metric on |K|. Every simplicial map f : K Ñ L induces a function
|f | : |K| Ñ |L| given by
|f |pϕqpwq “
ÿ
vPKp0q
fpvq“w
ϕpvq , |f |pϕqpwq “ 0 if w R fpKp0qq
which, as one can check, is non-expansive. In other words, geometric realization
defines a functor | ¨ | : Simp ÝÑ Met. To see the incompatibility of | ¨ | and the
product in Simp, let K “ L “ t0, 1, t0, 1uu. It follows that |K ˆ L| is (homeo-
morphic to) the geometric 3-simplex
 pt0, . . . , t3q P R4 : tj ě 0, t0 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` t3 “ 1(,
while |K|ˆ|L| is the unit square r0, 1sˆr0, 1s Ă R2. Hence, |KˆL| is in general not
equal, nor homeomorphic to |K|ˆ|L|. This leads one to consider other alternatives;
specifically, the category of ordered simplicial complexes.
Example 3.9 (Ordered Simplicial Complexes). If Kp0q comes equipped with a
partial order so that each simplex is totally ordered, then we say that K is an
ordered simplicial complex. A simplicial map between ordered simplicial complexes
is said to be order-preserving, if it is so between 0-simplices. Let oSimp denote
the resulting category. For data analysis applications, and particularly for the
Rips complex construction, oSimp is perhaps more relevant than Simp. Indeed,
a data set pX, dXq stored in a computer comes with an explicit total order on X.
If K,K 1 P oSimp, with partial orders ĺ,ĺ1, respectively, and σ P K, σ1 P K 1, then
the Cartesian product σ ˆ σ1 has a partial order ĺˆ given by pv, v1q ĺˆ pw,w1q if
and only if v ĺ w and v1 ĺ1 w1.
Definition 3.10. For K,K 1 P oSimp, let KmK 1 be defined as follows: τ P KmK 1
if and only if there exist σ P K and σ1 P K 1 so that τ is a totally ordered subset of
σ ˆ σ1, with respect to ĺˆ.
Just like for simplicial complexes, the coordinate projections p and p1 induce
order-preserving simplicial maps p : KmK 1 Ñ K and p1 : KmK 1 Ñ K 1. Moreover,
Lemma 3.11. Let K and K 1 be ordered simplicial complexes. Then,
(1) K mK 1 is their categorical product in oSimp.
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(2) K mK 1 Ă K ˆK 1, where the right hand side is the categorical product in
Simp. Moreover, |K mK 1| is a deformation retract of |K ˆK 1|.
(3) The product map |p| ˆ |p1| : |K mK 1| ÝÑ |K| ˆ |K 1| is a homeomorphism.
Proof. See [27], specifically Definitions 8.1, 8.8 and Lemmas 8.9, 8.11. 
The above are the categories of spaces and the products we will consider moving
forward. Going back to diagrams in Top, recall that a CW-complex is a topological
space X together with a CW-structure. That is, a filtration X “ tXpkqukPN of X,
so that Xp0q has the discrete topology, Xpkq is obtained from Xpk´1q by attaching
k-dimensional cells Dk – ekα Ă X via continuous maps ϕα : BDk Ñ Xpk´1q, and
so that the topology on X coincides with the weak topology induced by X . It
follows that X P FTop Ă TopN. In this context, a cellular map between CW-
complexes—i.e. a continuous function f : X Ñ Y so that f `Xpkq˘ Ă Y pkq for all
k—is exactly a morphism in TopN. Thus, if CW denotes the category of locally
compact CW-complexes (we will see in a moment why this restriction) and cellular
maps, then CW is a full subcategory of FTop.
If X and Y are CW-complexes, then their topological product X ˆ Y can also
be written as a union of cells. Specifically, the k-cells of X ˆ Y are the products
eiα ˆ ejβ with k “ i` j, for eiα an i-cell of X, and ejβ a j-cell of Y . Thus, if
(14) pX ˆ Y qpkq :“
ď
i`j“k
Xpiq ˆ Y pjq , k P N
then
 pX ˆ Y qpkq(
kPN will be a CW-structure for X ˆ Y provided the product
topology coincides with the weak topology induced by (14). If either X or Y are
locally compact, then this will be the case (see Theorem A.6 in [31]).
In summary: the categorical product in TopN does not recover the usual product
of CW-complexes, which suggests the existence of other useful (non-categorial)
products in FTop and TopN. The product of CW-complexes suggests the following
definition,
Definition 3.12. If X ,Y P FTop, then their tensor product is the filtered space
X b Y :“
# ď
i`j“k
Xi ˆ Yj
+
kPN
.
The tensor product of filtered spaces is sometimes regarded in the literature as
the de facto product filtration; see for instance [8, 11, 43] or [44, Chapter 27]. For
general objects in TopN—e.g., when the internal maps are not inclusions—taking
the union of, say, Xi`1 ˆ Yj and Xi ˆ Yj`1 does not make sense. Instead, the
corresponding operation would be to glue these spaces along the images of the
product maps
Xi`1 ˆ Yj ÐÝ Xi ˆ Yj ÝÑ Xi ˆ Yj`1.
Here is where the machinery of homotopy colimits comes in as a means to defining
a generalized tensor product in TopN:
Definition 3.13. For k P N, let 4k be the poset category of tpi, jq P N2 : i`j ď ku
with its usual product order, and for X ,Y P TopN, let
X b Y : N2 ÝÑ Top
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be the functor sending pi, jq to Xi ˆ Yj , and pi, jq ď ps, tq to X pi ď sq ˆ Ypj ď tq.
The generalized tensor product of X and Y is the object X bg Y P TopN given by
X bg Ypkq :“ hocolimpX b Y|4kq
X bg Ypk ď k1q :“ hocolim
`X b Y|4k Ñ X b Y|4k1 ˘(15)
where the latter is the continuous map associated to the change of indexing cate-
gories induced by the inclusion 4k Ă 4k1 .
Remark 3.14. The definition of the generalized tensor product can be extended to
diagrams indexed by other subcategories of R. For example, to the poset categories
of R, R` (the set of non negative reals) and R˚ (the set of positive reals). In
general, for I “ N, R, R`, or R˚, we let 4r “ tpi, jq P I2 : i ` j ď ru and define
X bg Y : I ÝÑ Top as in (15). Although 4r and X b Y are different for each
choice of I, we will use the same notation for aesthetic purposes. The choice will
be clear from the context as we will specify the I in TopI.
We have the following relation between b and bg,
Lemma 3.15. Let X ,Y P TopN, and let T pX q, T pYq P FTop be their telescope
filtrations. Then, X bg Y is naturally homotopy equivalent to T pX q b T pYq.
Proof. We will show that there is a morphism X bg Y ÝÑ T pX q b T pYq, so that
each map
`X bg Y˘k ÝÑ `T pX q b T pYq˘k, k P N, is a homotopy equivalence.
Indeed, since TjpX q deformation retracts onto Xj , then each inclusion Xj ãÑ TjpX q
is a homotopy equivalence, and thus (by Theorem 2.37) so is the induced map`X bg Y˘k “ hocolim´X b Y ˇˇ4k¯ ÝÑ hocolim´T pX qb T pYqˇˇ4k¯ .
Since each inclusion TipX q ãÑ TjpX q is a closed cofibration (Remark 2.40), then
the projection Lemma 2.41 implies that the collapse map
hocolim
´
T pX qb T pYqˇˇ4k¯ ÝÑ colim´T pX qb T pYqˇˇ4k¯
is a homotopy equivalence. Moreover, since all the maps in T pX q b T pYq are
inclusions, and the colimit of such a diagram is essentially the union of the spaces,
then there is a natural homeomorphism
colim
´
T pX qb T pYqˇˇ4k¯ – ď
i`jďk
TipX q ˆ TjpYq “
`T pX q b T pYq˘
k
which completes the proof. 
It follows that,
Corollary 3.16. If X ,Y P TopN, then PHnpX bg Y;Fq – PHn
`T pX qbT pYq;Fq
as graded Frts-modules.
Later on—when studying the persistent singular chains of T pX qbT pYq—it will
be useful to have Proposition 3.17 below. The setup is as follows: observe that if
X P TopN and 0 ă  ă 1, then
T j pX q :“ Xj ˆ rj, j ` q \
ˆğ
iăj
Xi ˆ ri, i` 1s
˙M
px, i` 1q „ pfipxq, i` 1q
is an open neighborhood of TjpX q in Tj`1pX q, which deformation retracts onto
TjpX q. Indeed, any element x P T j pX q can be written uniquely as x “ px, tq
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where either x P Xj and t P rj, j ` q, or x P Xi for i ă j and t P ri, i ` 1q. In
these coordinates TjpX q “ tpx, tq P T j pX q : t ď ju, and a deformation retraction
hXj : T j pX q ˆ r0, 1s Ñ T j pX q can be defined as
(16) hXj
`px, tq, λ˘ “
$&%
px, tq if t ď j`
x, λj ` p1´ λqt˘ if t ě j
Let T  pX q P FTop be i ÞÑ T i pX q and pi ď jq ÞÑ
`T i pX q ãÑ T j pX q˘. Then,
Proposition 3.17. If X ,Y P TopN and k P N, then T k pX q formation retracts
onto TkpX q, and
`T  pX q b T  pYq ˘
k
deformation retracts onto
`T pX q b T pYq ˘
k
.
Proof. Given k P N, our goal is to define a deformation retraction
Hk :
ď
i`j“k
T i pX q ˆ T j pYq ˆ r0, 1s ÝÑ
ď
i`j“k
T i pX q ˆ T j pYq
To this end, we subdivide pT  pX q ˆ T  pYqqk as follows: For i` j “ k, let
Ak “ pT pX q ˆ T pYqqk
Bi,j “ Xi ˆ ri, i` q ˆ Yj ˆ rj, j ` q
Ci,j´1 “ Xi ˆ pi, i` q ˆ Yj´1 ˆ rj ´ 1` , jq
Di,j´1 “ Xi ˆ ri` , i` 1q ˆ Yj´1 ˆ pj ´ 1, j ´ 1` q
Ei,j´1 “ Xi ˆ pi, i` q ˆ Yj´1 ˆ pj ´ 1, j ´ 1` q
We further write Ei,j´1 “ E`i,j´1YE´i,j´1 where
`px, tq, py, sq˘ P E`i,j´1 (sim. E´i,j´1)
if and only if t ´ i ě s ` 1 ´ j (sim. t ´ i ď s ` 1 ´ j). Figure 4 below visually
represents the subsets defined above for k “ 3.
Figure 4
Let us now define the map Hk. Let Hk : Ak ˆ r0, 1s ÝÑ Ak be the projection
onto the first coordinate. On each Bi,j ˆ r0, 1s we define
Hk
`px,yq, λ˘ “ `hXi px, λq, hYj py, λq˘
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where hXi , h
Y
j are given by (16). For elements in
`
Ci,j´1 Y E`i,j´1
˘ˆr0, 1s, Hk takes`
x,y, λ
˘ “ `px, tq, py, sq, λ˘ toˆ
hXi px, λq,
ˆ
y, p1´ λqs` λ
ˆ
j ´ j ´ s
1` i´ t
˙˙˙
And finally, for elements in
`
Di,j´1 Y E´i,j´1
˘ˆ r0, 1s, Hk takes px,y, λq toˆˆ
x, p1´ λqt` λ
ˆ
i´ 1` i´ t
j ´ s
˙˙
, hYj´1py, λq
˙
Continuity readily follows by construction. Furthermore, the marginal function
Hkp´, 0q is the identity everywhere and Hkp´, 1q P Ak. This finishes the proof. 
3.1. A comparison theorem. Next we show that the persistent homology of the
categorical and generalized tensor products are interleaved in the log scale. While
a full characterization of stability for each product filtration is beyond the scope
of this paper, this section showcases some of the techniques one can employ when
addressing this question.
Definition 3.18. For δ P R, the δ-shift functor Tδ : CR Ñ CR is defined as
follows: For M P CR, let TδpMq P CR be the functor sending r P R to Mpr ` δq,
and r ď r1 P R to Mpr ` δ ď r1 ` δq. For a morphism ϕ : M Ñ N , we get
a morphism Tδpϕq : TδpMq Ñ TδpN q, and if δ ě 0, then there is a morphism
TMδ : MÑ TδpMq satisfying`
TMδ
˘
r
“M pr ď r ` δq
for all r P R. We call TMδ the δ-transition morphism.
The notion of interleavings, first introduced in [18], allows one to compare objects
in ModRF . Specifically:
Definition 3.19. Let M,N P CR and δ ě 0. A δ-interleaving between M and N
consists of morphisms ϕ : MÑ TδpN q and ψ : N Ñ TδpMq so that Tδpϕq˝ψ “ TN2δ
and Tδpψq ˝ϕ “ TM2δ . We define the interleaving distance dI between M and N as:
dI pM,N q :“ inf
 
δ |M and N are δ-interleaved (.
If there are no interleavings between M and N , we say that dIpM,N q “ 8.
Let R˚ denote the poset category associated to the set of positive reals, R˚, and
define the logarithm functor ln : TopR˚ Ñ TopR as
lnpX qprq “ X perq
lnpX qpr ď r1q “ X per ď er1q.
Then,
Theorem 3.20. If X ,Y P TopR˚ , then
dI
´
Hn
`
lnpX ˆ Yq;F˘ , Hn`lnpX bg Yq;F˘¯ ď lnp2q.
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Proof. For each r P R˚, let lr “ tpi, jq P R2˚ : maxti, ju ď ru. We have inclusions
4r ãÑ lr ãÑ l2r and lr ãÑ 42r, and thus by Proposition 2.36, the triangles in
the diagram
(17)
hocolimpX b Y|42r q hocolimpX b Y|48r q
hocolimpX b Y|lr q hocolimpX b Y|l4r q
commute. Since lr has a terminal object, namely pr, rq, then the natural map
hocolimpX b Y ˇˇlr q ÝÑ Xr ˆ Yr
is a weak homotopy equivalence (Theorem 2.38). Such maps induce isomorphisms
at the level of homology [31, Theorem 4.21], and thus applying ln followed by
Hnp ¨ ;Fq turns (17) into a lnp2q-interleaving of the desired objects in ModRF . 
If M,N P ModRF are pointwise finite, then—in addition to their interleaving
distance dIpM,N q—one can compute the bottleneck distance dB between bcdpMq
and bcdpN q as follows. A matching between two multisets M and N is a multiset
bijection ϕ : SM ÝÑ SN between some SM ĂM and SN Ă N . Given ϕ, we say that
I P SM and ϕpIq P SN are matched, and all other elements of pMrSM qYpNrSN q
are called unmatched. Let δ ą 0. A matching between bcdpMq and bcdpN q is called
a δ-matching if the following conditions hold:
(1) If I and J are matched, then
maxt|`I ´ `J |, |ρI ´ ρJ |u ď δ.
Recall that `I and ρI are, respectively, the left and right endpoints of the
interval I.
(2) If I is unmatched, then |`I ´ ρI | ď 2δ.
The bottleneck distance dB between bcdpMq and bcdpN q is defined as:
dB
`
bcdpMq, bcdpN q˘ :“ inf  δ | bcdpMq and bcdpN q are δ-matched (
If no δ-matchings exist, then the bottleneck distance is 8.
The Isometry Theorem [7] implies that if M,N P ModRF are pointwise finite,
then
dIpM,N q “ dB pbcdpMq, bcdpN qq .
The following corollary is a direct consequence of the above equality and Theorem
3.20.
Corollary 3.21. Let X ,Y P TopR˚ be so that X ˆ Y and X bg Y are pointwise
finite. Then
(1) If under a matching realizing dB
`
bcdnpXˆYq, bcdnpXbgYq
˘
—which exists
by [19, Theorem 5.12]—we have that I is matched to J , then
1
2
ď `I
`J
,
ρI
ρJ
ď 2.
(2) If I is unmatched, then ρI`I ď 4.
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4. A Persistent Ku¨nneth formula for the categorical product
Let I be a small indexing category and let S be any of the categories of spaces
from Section 3 (that is S = Top, Met, Simp, or oSimp). In this section we relate
the rank invariants of two objects in SI to that of their categorical product, and
prove the persistent Ku¨nneth formula for the categorical product in SP, where P
is the poset category of a separable totally ordered poset P.
Remark 4.1. Recall that the topological Ku¨nneth formula (Corollary 2.28) holds
for objects X,Y P Top and singular homology. Every pX, dXq P Met can be
viewed as a topological space via the metric topology, and since the maximum
metric induces the product topology, then the Ku¨nneth formula holds for Met.
Let K,L P oSimp, and let | ¨ | : oSimp Ñ Top be the geometric realization
functor. From the homeomorphism |KmL| Ñ |K|ˆ|L| and the natural isomorphism
Hnp|K|;Rq – HnpK;Rq between singular and simplicial homology, the formula
holds in oSimp. Using (2) of lemma 3.11, the formula also holds for Simp.
Let F be a field and let X and Y be objects in SI. Using the topological Ku¨nneth
formula and the observation that HnpXr;Fq and HnpYr;Fq are vector spaces for
each n P N, r P I, we obtain isomorphismsà
i`j“n
HipXr;Fq bF HjpYr;Fq –ÝÝÝÑ HnpXr ˆ Yr;Fq.
Using naturality, this yields an isomorphism in ModIF between HnpX ˆ Y;Fq and
Mn, where
(18) Mnprq :“
à
i`j“n
HipXr;Fq bF HjpYr;Fq
and the homomorphism Mnpr Ñ r1q is the sum of the ones induced between tensor
products by the maps Xr Ñ Xr1 and Yr Ñ Yr1 . In other words, and using the
notation of tensor product and direct sum of objects in ModIF (see Definition 2.9),
we obtain the following:
Lemma 4.2. If X ,Y P SI, then for every n P N and every field F
HnpX ˆ Y;Fq –
à
i`j“n
HipX ;Fq bHjpY;Fq
in ModIF.
An immediate consequence is the following calculation at the level of rank in-
variants (see Definition 2.22):
Proposition 4.3. Let X ,Y P SI and let ρX , ρY be their rank invariants. Then
ρXˆYn pr Ñ r1q “
ÿ
i`j“n
ρXi pr Ñ r1q ¨ ρYj pr Ñ r1q
for every r Ñ r1 in I, with the convention that 8 ¨ 0 “ 0 “ 0 ¨ 8.
Proof. This follows by direct inspection of the homomorphism
fr1,r bF gr1,r : HipXr;Fq bF HjpYr;Fq ÝÑ HipXr1 ;Fq bF HjpYr1 ;Fq
abF b ÞÑ fr1,rpaq bF gr1,rpbq
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for each r Ñ r1 P I. Indeed, since Imgpfr1,r bF gr1,rq “ Imgpfr1,rqbF Imgpgr1,rq, then
the result follows from the fact that the dimension of the tensor product of two
vector spaces equals the product of the dimensions. 
We are now ready to prove the main result of this section: the Ku¨nneth formula
for the categorical product X ˆ Y.
Theorem 4.4. Let P be the poset category of a separable (with respect to the order
topology) totally ordered set. Let X ,Y P SP be P-indexed diagrams of spaces, and
assume that HipX ;Fq and HjpY;Fq are pointwise finite for each 0 ď i, j ď n. Then
HnpX ˆ Y;Fq is pointwise finite, and its barcode satisfies:
bcdn pX ˆ Y;Fq “
ď
i`j“n
!
I X J
ˇˇˇ
I P bcdipX ;Fq, J P bcdjpY;Fq
)
where the union on the right is of multisets (i.e., repetitions may occur).
Proof. The fact that HnpX ˆ Y;Fq is pointwise finite follows directly from Lemma
4.2. As for the barcode formula, and removing the field F from the notation, we
have the following sequence of isomorphisms
HnpX ˆ Yq –
à
i`j“n
HipX q bHjpYq
– à
i`j“n
˜ à
IPbcdipX q
1I
¸
b
˜ à
JPbcdjpYq
1J
¸
– à
i`j“n
à
IPbcdipX q
JPbcdjpYq
1I b 1J
– à
i`j“n
à
IPbcdipX q
JPbcdjpYq
1IXJ .
The direct sum distributes with respect to the tensor product in ModPF since it
does so in ModF. The last isomorphism is the one from Example 2.10, and the
theorem follows from the uniqueness of the barcode. 
This result generalizes to the product of k objects in SP by inductively using
bcdi pX1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Xk´1q and bcdj pXkq to compute bcdi`j pX1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Xkq:
Corollary 4.5. Let X1, . . . ,Xk P SP. Assume that for each 1 ď j ď k, 0 ď nj ď n,
Hnj pXjq is pointwise finite. Then
bcdn pX1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Xkq “
"
I1 X ¨ ¨ ¨ X Ik
ˇˇˇˇ
Ij P bcdnj pXjq,
kÿ
j“1
nj “ n
*
.
The result which is perhaps most relevant to persistent homology computations
with Rips complexes is as follows:
Corollary 4.6. Let pX, dXq, pY, dY q be finite metric spaces and let bcdRn pX, dXq be
the barcode of the Rips filtration RpX, dXq :“ tRpX, dXquě0. Then,
bcdRn pX ˆ Y, dXˆY q “
ď
i`j“n
!
I X J
ˇˇˇ
I P bcdRi pX, dXq , J P bcdRj pY, dY q
)
for all n P N, if dXˆY is the maximum metric.
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Proof. Fix total orders on X and Y . Then, their -Rips complexes are ordered
simplicial complexes, and by lemmas 3.8 and 3.11 we have that:
|RpX ˆ Y q| “ |RpXq ˆRpY q| » |RpXq mRpY q| – |RpXq| ˆ |RpY q|.
Since the equivalences commute with inclusions of Rips complexes, the result fol-
lows. 
5. A Persistent Ku¨nneth formula for the generalized tensor
product
We will now establish the Ku¨nneth formula for the generalized tensor product
XbgY of two objects X ,Y P TopN. We start with a brief discussion on the grading
of the tensor product and Tor of two graded modules over a graded ring R. The
discussion then specializes to R “ Frts in order to establish the Frts-isomorphisms`
P1I“r`I ,ρIq
˘bFrts `P1J“r`J ,ρJ q˘ – P1p`J`IqXp`I`Jq
TorFrts
`
P1I“r`I ,ρIq , P1J“r`J ,ρJ q
˘ – P1pρJ`IqXpρI`Jq(19)
for I, J Ă N. We end with a persistent Eilenberg-Zilber theorem, from which the
aforementioned persistent Ku¨nneth theorem will follow.
5.1. The tensor product and Tor of graded modules. Recall that a commu-
tative ring R with unity is called graded if it can be written as R “ R0 ‘R1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨
where each Ri is an additive subgroup of R and RiRj Ă Ri`j for every i, j P N.
Similarly, an R-module A is graded if it can be written as A “ A0‘A1‘¨ ¨ ¨ , where
the Ai’s are subgroups of A and RiAj Ă Ai`j for all i, j P N. An element a P A
(resp. in R) is called homogeneous of degree i P N if a P Ai (resp. in Ri), and we
will use the shorthand degpaq “ i.
Let A,B be graded modules over a graded ring R. Our first goal is to describe
a direct sum decomposition of the R-module A bR B inducing the structure of a
graded R-module. Indeed, since Ai and Bj are R0-modules for all i, j P N, then so
are A,B and we have the R0-isomorphism
AbR0 B –
à
kPN
˜ à
i`j“k
Ai bR0 Bj
¸
.
Fix k P N and let Jk be the R0-submodule of AbR0 B generated by elements of the
form praq b b´ ab prbq, where a P A, b P B and r P R are homogeneous elements
with degpaq ` degprq ` degpbq “ k. It follows that Jk is a submodule of
pAbR0 Bqk :“
à
i`j“k
Ai bR0 Bj
and thus Jk X J` “ t0u if k ‰ `. Let J “ J0 ‘ J1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ . Any homogeneous element
r P R of degree ` induces a well-defined R0-homomorphism
pAbR0 Bqk{Jk ÝÑ pAbR0 Bqk``{Jk``
ab b ` Jk ÞÑ praq b b ` Jk`` “ ab prbq ` Jk``
and therefore
(20) AbR0 B{J –
à
kPN
pAbR0 Bqk{Jk
inherits the structure of a graded R-module.
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The inclusion R0 ãÑ R induces an R0-epimorphism ι : AbR0B ÝÑ AbRB with
kerpιq “ J . Indeed, the elements of J are exactly the relations missing between
AbR0 B and AbRB when defining the latter as a quotient module. It follows that
ι induces an isomorphism
ι˚ : AbR0 B{J ÝÑ AbR B
of R-modules, and the grading on the codomain induced by (20) turns ι˚ into a
graded isomorphism of graded R-modules. We summarize this analysis as follows:
Proposition 5.1. Let A,B be graded modules over a graded ring R. Then AbRB
decomposes as the direct sum of the subgroups
pAbR Bqk “
#ÿ
α
aα b bα
ˇˇˇ
aα P A, bα P B homogeneous, degpaαq ` degpbαq “ k
+
and R` ¨ pA bR Bqk Ă pA bR Bqk`` for all k, ` P N. In other words, A bR B is a
graded R-module.
And now we prove the proposition for TorRpA,Bq:
Proposition 5.2. If A,B are graded R-modules, then so is TorRpA,Bq.
Proof. Fix a graded free resolution
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ F2pAq Ñ F1pAq Ñ F0pAq Ñ F´1pAq “ AÑ 0
defined inductively as follows. Let F0pAq be the free R-module generated by the
homogeneous elements of A, and define for each i P N the additive subgroup
F0,ipAq “
#ÿ
α
rα ¨ aα
ˇˇˇ
rα P R, aα P A homogeneous with degprαq ` degpaαq “ i
+
.
Then F0pAq “ F0,0pAq ‘ F0,1pAq ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ , and with this decomposition, the natural
map F0pAq Ñ F´1pAq is a surjective graded homomorphism of graded R-modules.
In particular, the kernel of this homomorphism is a graded R-submodule of F0pAq.
We proceed inductively by letting Fj`1pAq be the graded free R-module generated
by the homogeneous elements in the kernel of FjpAq Ñ Fj´1pAq.
Taking the tensor product with B over R yields
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ F2pAq bR B Ñ F1pAq bR B Ñ F0pAq bR B Ñ AbR B Ñ 0
and we note that:
(1) Each FjpAq bR B is a graded R-module, by Proposition 5.1, and each
FjpAq bR B Ñ Fj´1pAq bR B is a graded R-homomorphism.
(2) ker
´
FjpAq bR B Ñ Fj´1pAq bR B
¯
decomposes as the direct sumà
kPN
ker
´`FjpAq bR B˘k Ñ `Fj´1pAq bR B˘k¯
and similarly, Img
´
Fj`1pAq bR B Ñ FjpAq bR B
¯
decomposes asà
kPN
Img
´`Fj`1pAq bR B˘k Ñ `FjpAq bR B˘k¯
with the image being a graded R-submodule of the kernel.
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(3) TorRpA,Bq inherits the structure of a graded R-module from the decom-
position
TorRpA,Bq –
à
kPN
ker
´`F1pAq bR B˘k Ñ `F0pAq bR B˘k¯
Img
´`F2pAq bR B˘k Ñ `F1pAq bR B˘k¯
finishing the proof. 
We now specialize to the case R “ Frts and present explicit computations for
interval modules. For m P N, k P NY t8u, let Im,k denote the graded Frts-module
P1rm,m`kq. For brevity, we will drop the subscript k if it is 8. That is, we will use
Im to denote P1rm,8q. Then, Im,k – tmFrts
Lptm`kq and Im – tmFrts.
Proposition 5.3. Let m,n P N, k, l P NYt8u. Then Im,kbFrtsIn,l – Im`n,mintk,lu
and TorFrtspIm,k, In,lq – Im`n`maxtk,lu,mintk,lu.
Proof. There is a graded Frts-isomorphism Im bFrts In Ñ Im`n, which takes the
generator tm bFrts tn to tm`n. Since Im,k and In,l are quotient modules of Im and
In respectively, their tensor product is isomorphic to a quotient module of Im`n,
say Im`n,q for some appropriate 1 ď q ď 8. The isomorphism takes tm bFrts tn
to tm`n and the action of tp gives tp ¨ `tm bFrts tn˘Ñ tm`n`p. The left hand side
is zero if either tp`m is zero in Im,k or if tp`n is zero in In,l. This implies that
if p ě mintk, lu, then tm`n`p is zero in Im`n,q. The minimum of all such p is
mintk, lu and therefore, q “ mintk, lu.
To compute TorFrts pIm,k, In,lq, we fix a graded free resolution for Im,k:
0 Ñ Im`k Ñ Im Ñ Im,k Ñ 0.
Taking the tensor product of the sequence with In,l gives us:
Im`k bFrts In,l Ñ Im bFrts In,l Ñ Im,k bFrts In,l Ñ 0.
Using the definition of Tor and the tensor product of intervals, we get that
TorFrtspIm,k, In,lq – ker
´
Im`k bFrts In,l Ñ Im bFrts In,l
¯
– ker
´
Im`k`n,l Ñ Im`n,l
¯
– Im`n`maxtk,lu,mintk,lu
where the last isomorphism is justified by the following argument: the element
tm`p`n P Im`k`n,l goes to tptm`n P Im`n,l where p ě k. The latter is zero if and
only if p ě l, or said equivalently p ě maxtk, lu. This finishes the proof. 
Remark 5.4. This last proposition recovers the formulas shown in (19). Moreover,
using bilinearity, these isomorphisms can be used to compute the tensor product
and Tor of any pair of finitely generated graded Frts-modules.
5.2. The Graded Algebraic Ku¨nneth Formula. The Algebraic Ku¨nneth For-
mula for graded modules over a graded PID R is proved in exactly the same way
as Theorem 2.26, by noticing that all the steps can be carried out in a degree-
preserving fashion. A few versions of this have appeared recently, see for instance
[42, Proposition 2.9] or [12, Theorem 10.1], and we include it next for completeness:
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Theorem 5.5. Let C and C 1 be two chain complexes of graded modules over a
graded PID R, and assume that one of C,C 1 is flat. Then, for each n P N, there is
a natural short exact sequence
0 ÝÑ à
i`j“n
HipCq bR HjpC 1q µÝÝÑ HnpC bR C 1q νÝÝÑà
i`j“n
TorRpHipCq, Hj´1pC 1qq ÝÑ 0
which splits, though not naturally.
It is at this point that we depart from the existing literature on persistent
Ku¨nneth formulas for the tensor product of filtered chain complexes. Indeed, next
we will turn these algebraic results into theorems at the level of filtered topological
spaces. We begin with the following result:
Theorem 5.6. Let X ,Y P TopN. Then, for all n P N, we have a natural short
exact sequence
0 Ñ à
i`j“n
PHipX q bFrts PHjpYq Ñ Hn
`
PS˚pT pX qq bFrts PS˚pT pYqq
˘Ñà
i`j“n
TorFrts pPHipX q, PHj´1pYqq Ñ 0
which splits, but not naturally.
Proof. Since T pX q and T pYq are filtered spaces, then PS˚pT pX qq and PS˚pT pYqq
are chain complexes of free graded Frts-modules, and hence flat. Now, each inclusion
ιi : Xi ãÑ TipX q is a homotopy equivalence, and thus induces an isomorphism at
the level of homology. One thing to note is that if i ă j, then
TipX q TjpX q
Xi XjX piăjq
ιi ιj
commutes only up to homotopy, but this is enough to conclude that ι “ tιiuiPN
induces natural isomorphisms ι˚ : HnpX ;Fq ÝÑ HnpT pX q;Fq, n P N. The result
follows from plugging C “ PS˚pT pX qq and C 1 “ PS˚pT pYqq into Theorem 5.5,
and using the natural Frts-isomorphisms Pι˚ : PHipX ;Fq ÝÑ PHipT pX q;Fq. 
5.3. A Persistent Eilenberg-Zilber theorem. Our next objective is to show
that the chain complexes PS˚pT pX qq bFrts PS˚pT pYqq and PS˚pX bg Yq have
naturally isomorphic homology. The result follows, as we will show in Theorem
5.11, from applying the machinery of acyclic models [26] to the functors
E : FTop0 ˆ FTop0 ÝÑ gChFrts
pX ,Yq ÞÑ PS˚pX q bFrts PS˚pYq
F : FTop0 ˆ FTop0 ÝÑ gChFrts
pX ,Yq ÞÑ PS˚pX b Yq
Here FTop0 is the full subcategory of FTop comprised of those filtered spaces
X “ tXjujPN where Xj is an open subset of Xj`1 for all j P N, and PSnpX b Yq
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is the graded Frts-module whose degree-k component is the sum of vector spaces
SnpXk ˆ Y0;Fq ` SnpXk´1 ˆ Y1;Fq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` SnpX1 ˆ Yk´1;Fq ` SnpX0 ˆ Yk;Fq,
where each SnpXk´` ˆ Y`;Fq is regarded as a linear subspace of Sn
`pX b Yqk;F˘.
The models in question are a family M of objects from FTop0ˆFTop0 satisfying
certain properties (Lemmas 5.7 and 5.8) implying our Persistent Eilenberg-Zilber
Theorem 5.10. We start by defining M.
For X P Top, let ΣeX P FTop0 be the filtered space with the empty set H at
indices 0 ď i ă e, and X for i ě e:
ΣeX : H Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă H Ă X Ă X Ă ¨ ¨ ¨
Let ∆p Ă Rp`1 be the standard geometric p-simplex, and let M be the set of
objects pΣe∆p,Σf∆qq in FTop0 ˆFTop0 for p, q, e, f P N. We have the following:
Lemma 5.7. Each M PM is both E-acyclic and F -acyclic. That is, the homology
groups HnpEpMqq and HnpF pMqq are trivial for all n ą 0.
Proof. If M “ pΣe∆p,Σf∆qq, then
F pMq “ PS˚ pΣe∆p b Σf∆qq – PS˚pΣe`f∆p ˆ∆qq
as chain complexes of graded Frts-modules. Since ∆p ˆ∆q is convex, then
HnpF pMqq – PHnpΣe`f∆p ˆ∆qq “ 0
for all n ą 0, showing that M is F -acyclic.
To show that M is E-acyclic, notice that PHn pΣe∆pq “ 0 for n ą 0, and
that PH0 pΣe∆pq – teFrts is a free graded Frts-module. By the graded algebraic
Ku¨nneth Theorem 5.5, with C “ PS˚pΣe∆pq and C 1 “ PS˚pΣf∆qq, we get that
HnpEpMqq “ HnpPS˚pΣe∆pq bFrts PS˚pΣf∆qqq “ 0
for all n ą 0, since the tensor products and Tor modules in the short exact sequence
are all zero. 
Lemma 5.8. For each n P N, the functors Fn and En are free with base in M.
Proof. Let n P N. The functor Fn (resp. En) being free with base in M means
that for all pX ,Yq P FTop0 ˆ FTop0, the graded Frts-module FnpX ,Yq (resp.
EnpX ,Yq) is freely generated over Frts by some subset ofď
MPM
u:MÑpX ,Yq
Img
´
Fnpuq : FnpMq ÝÑ FnpX ,Yq
¯
where u ranges over all morphisms in FTop0 ˆ FTop0 from M PM to pX ,Yq.
Starting with F , we will first construct a free Frts-basis for
FnpX ,Yq “ PSnpX b Yq “
à
kPN
ÿ
i`j“k
SnpXi ˆ Yjq
consisting of singular n-simplices on the spaces Xi ˆ Yj . We proceed inductively
as follows: Let S0 be the collection of all singular n-simplices ∆n Ñ X0 ˆ Y0, and
assume that for a fixed k ě 1 and every 0 ď ` ă k we have constructed a set S` of
simplices ∆n Ñ Xp ˆ Yq, p` q “ `, so that
Ak´1 “ tk´1S0 Y tk´2S1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y tSk´2 Y Sk´1
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is a basis, over F, for
PSnpX b Yqk´1 “
ÿ
p`q“k´1
SnpXp ˆXqq.
Since PSnpX b Yq is an Frts-submodule of PSnpX b Yq and the latter is torsion
free, then tAk´1 is an F-linearly independent subset of PSnpX b Yqk. We claim
that tAk´1 can be completed to an F-basis Ak of PSnpX b Yqk, consisting of
singular n-simplices ∆n Ñ Xi ˆ Yj , i ` j “ k. Indeed, if C is the collection of all
sets C of simplices ∆n Ñ Xiˆ Yj , i` j “ k, so that C is F-linearly independent in
PSnpX b Yqk and tAk´1 Ă C, then C can be ordered by inclusion, and any chain
in C is bounded above by its union. By Zorn’s lemma C has a maximal element
Ak, which yields the desired basis. If we let Sk “ Ak r tAk´1, then
S :“
ď
kPN
Sk
is a free Frts-basis for PSnpX b Yq.
We claim that each σ P S is in the image of Fnpuq for some model M P M
and some morphism u : M Ñ pX ,Yq in FTop20. Indeed, since σ is of the form
σ : ∆n Ñ Xi ˆ Yj for some i, j P N, then there are unique singular simplices
σXi : ∆
n Ñ Xi and σYj : ∆n Ñ Yj , so that if d : ∆n Ñ ∆n ˆ ∆n is the diagonal
map dpaq “ pa, aq, then σ “ `σXi , σYj ˘ ˝ d. Let ΣσXi : Σi∆n Ñ X be the morphism
in FTop0 defined as the inclusion H ãÑ X` for ` ă i, and as the composition
∆n
σXiÝÝÑ Xi ãÑ X` for ` ě i. Define ΣσYj : Σj∆n Ñ Y in a similar fashion. Then,`
ΣσXi ,Σσ
Y
j
˘
: pΣi∆n,Σj∆nq ÝÑ pX ,Yq is a morphism in FTop20, and if
di,j P Sn
`pΣi∆nqi ˆ pΣj∆nqj˘ “ Snp∆n ˆ∆nq
is the singular n-simplex corresponding to the diagonal map d, then
Fn
`
ΣσXi ,Σσ
Y
j
˘ pdi,jq “ σ.
As for the freeness of
EnpX ,Yq “
à
p`q“n
PSppX q bFrts PSqpYq,
we note that each direct summand PSppX qbFrtsPSqpYq is freely generated over Frts
by elements which can be written as the tensor product of a homogeneous element
from PSppX q and a homogeneous element from PSqpYq. That is, by elements of
the form σXp bFrts σYq , where σXp : ∆p Ñ Xe and σYq : ∆q Ñ Yf are singular
simplices. We let Σeσ
X
p : Σe∆
p Ñ X and ΣfσYq : Σf∆q ÝÑ Y be defined as in the
analysis of Fn above. Let ip P PSppΣe∆pq be the homogeneous element of degree e
corresponding to the identity of ∆p, and define iq P PSqpΣf∆qq in a similar fashion.
Then, ip bFrts iq P EnpΣe∆p,Σf∆qq and
σXp bFrts σYq “ En
`
Σeσ
X
p ,Σfσ
Y
q
˘ pip bFrts iqq,
thus completing the proof. 
Lemma 5.9. The functors H0F and H0E are naturally equivalent.
Proof. Given pX ,Yq P FTop0ˆFTop0, our goal is to define a natural isomorphism
Ψ : H0
`
PS˚pX q bFrts PS˚pYq
˘ ÝÑ H0 `PS˚pX b Yq˘ .
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The first thing to note is that the graded algebraic Ku¨nneth formula (Theorem 5.5)
yields a natural isomorphism
H0
`
PS˚pX q bFrts PS˚pYq
˘ – PH0pX q bFrts PH0pYq.
Moreover, since each Xk´` ˆ Y` is open in pX b Yqk, then the inclusionÿ
i`j“k
SnpXi ˆ Yjq ãÑ SnppX b Yqkq
is a chain homotopy equivalence (see [31, Proposition 2.21]), and thus
Hn
`
PS˚pX b Yq
˘ – PHnpX b Yq.
Therefore, it is enough to construct a natural isomorphism
Ψ : PH0pX q bFrts PH0pYq ÝÑ PH0pX b Yq
and we will do so on each degree k as follows. Recall that (see Proposition 5.1)`
PH0pX q bFrts PH0pYq
˘
k
–
˜ à
i`j“k
H0pXiq bF H0pYjq
¸M
Jk
where Jk is the linear subspace of
À
i`j“k
H0pXiq bF H0pYjq generated by elements
of the form pt`aq bF b´ abF pt`bq with degpaq ` degpbq ` ` “ k. Let
ψk :
À
i`j“k
H0pXiq bF H0pYjq ÝÑ H0ppX b Yqkq
ΓXi bF ΓYj ÞÑ Γ
where ΓXi (resp. Γ
Y
j ) is a path-connected component of Xi (resp. Yj), i ` j “ k,
and Γ is the unique path-connected component of pX b Yqk containing ΓXi ˆ ΓYj .
This definition on basis elements uniquely determines ψk as an F-linear map, and
we claim that it is surjective with kerpψkq “ Jk. Surjectivity follows from observing
that if px, yq P Γ, then px, yq P XiˆYj for some i`j “ k, and that if ΓXi and ΓYj are
the path-connected components in Xi and Yj , respectively, so that px, yq P ΓXi ˆΓYj ,
then path-connectedness of ΓXi ˆ ΓYj and maximality of Γ imply ΓXi ˆ ΓYj Ă Γ.
The inclusion Jk Ă kerpψkq is immediate, since it holds true for elements of the
form
´
t`ΓXk´j bF ΓYj´` ´ ΓXk´j bF t`ΓYj´`
¯
, and these generate Jk over F. In order
to show that kerpψkq Ă Jk, we will first establish the following:
Claim 1: If ΓXi ˆ ΓYj Ă Xi ˆ Yj and ΓXp ˆ ΓYq Ă Xp ˆ Yq are path-connected
components, p` q “ i` j “ k, such that ψk
`
ΓXi bF ΓYj
˘ “ ψk `ΓXp bF ΓYq ˘, then`
ΓXi bF ΓYj ´ ΓXp bF ΓYq
˘ P Jk.
Indeed, let γ : r0, 1s ÝÑ pXbYqk be a path with γp0q P ΓXi ˆΓYj and γp1q P ΓXp ˆΓYq .
Since each Xk´`ˆY` is open in pX bYqk, then the Lebesgue’s number lemma yields
a partition 0 “ r0 ă r1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă rN “ 1 such that γ prrn, rn`1sq Ă Xin ˆ Yjn and
in ` jn “ k for all 0 ď n ă N . Let pxn, ynq “ γ prnq, and let ΓXin ˆ ΓYjn be its path-
connected component in Xin ˆ Yjn . Since pi, jq “ pi0, j0q and pp, qq “ piN , jN q,
then it is enough to show that´
ΓXin bF ΓYjn ´ ΓXin`1 bF ΓYjn`1
¯
P Jk for all n “ 0, . . . , N ´ 1.
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Fix 0 ď n ă N , assume that in ď in`1 , and let ` “ in`1 ´ in “ jn ´ jn`1 (the
argument is similar if in ě in`1). Since the projection piX pγ prrn, rn`1sqq Ă Xin is
a path in Xin from xn to xn`1, then t`ΓXin “ ΓXin`1 in H0pXin`1q. Similarly, the
projection piY pγ prrn, rn`1sqq Ă Yjn is a path in Yjn from yn to yn`1, and since
jn`1 ď jn, then t`ΓYjn`1 “ ΓYjn in H0pYjnq. This calculation shows that´
ΓXin bF ΓYjn ´ ΓXin`1 bF ΓYjn`1
¯
“
´
ΓXin bF t`ΓYjn`1 ´ t`ΓXin bF ΓYjn`1
¯
P Jk
and therefore
`
ΓXi bF ΓYj ´ ΓXp bF ΓYq
˘ P Jk. (end of Claim 1 )
Let us now show that kerpψkq Ă Jk. To this end, let c P kerpψkq and write
c “
Nÿ
n“1
cn ¨
`
ΓXin bF ΓYjn
˘
where cn P F, and where the indices pin, jnq have been ordered such that there are
integers 0 “ n0 ă n1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă nD “ N , and distinct path-connected components
Γ1, . . . ,ΓD of pX b Yqk so that if nd´1 ă n ď nd, then ψk
`
ΓXin bF ΓYjn
˘ “ Γd for
all d “ 1, . . . , D. Since the Γd’s are linearly independent in H0ppX b Yqkq, then
ψkpcq “ 0 implies
cnd “
nd´1ÿ
n“1`nd´1
´cn , d “ 1, . . . , D
and therefore
c “
Dÿ
d“1
nd´1ÿ
n“1`nd´1
cn ¨
´
ΓXin bF ΓYjn ´ ΓXind bF ΓYjnd
¯
where each summand is an element of Jk, by Claim 1 above. Thus, kerpψkq “ Jk,
ψk induces a natural F-isomorphism
Ψk :
`
PH0pX q bFrts PH0pYq
˘
k
ÝÑ H0ppX b Yqkq
and letting Ψ “ Ψ0 ‘Ψ1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ completes the proof. 
We now move onto the main results of this section.
Lemma 5.10 (Persistent Eilenberg-Zilber). For objects X ,Y P FTop0 and coeffi-
cients in a field F, there is a natural graded chain equivalence
ζ : PS˚pX q bFrts PS˚pYq ÝÑ PS˚pX b Yq
with H0pζq “ Ψ (Lemma 5.9), and unique up to a graded chain homotopy.
Proof. The proof follows exactly that of Theorem 2.27 [28], using acyclic models
[26] (see also the proof of Theorem 5.3 in [47] for a more direct comparison). Indeed,
the functors in question are acyclic (Lemma 5.7), free (Lemma 5.8), and naturally
equivalent at the level of zero-th homology (Lemma 5.9). 
Theorem 5.11. If X ,Y P TopN, then there is a natural Frts-isomorphism
Hn
`
PS˚pT pX qq bFrts PS˚pT pYqq
˘ – PHnpX bg Yq.
Proof. Lemma 3.15 implies that PHnpX bg Yq – PHnpT pX qbT pYqq, and Propo-
sition 3.17 shows that if 0 ă  ă 1, then
PHnpT pX q b T pYqq – PHnpT pX q b T pYqq.
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Moreover, since T pX q P FTop0, then the inclusion
PS˚pT pX q b T pYqq ãÑ PS˚pT pX q b T pYqq
is a graded chain homotopy equivalence (see [31, Proposition 2.21]), and thus
Lemma 5.10 shows that
PHnpX bg Yq – Hn
`
PS˚pT pX qq bFrts PS˚pT pYqq
˘
.
The  can be removed since T k pX q deformation retracts onto TkpX q (Proposition
3.17), which completes the proof. 
Finally, we obtain
Theorem 5.12. There is a natural short exact sequence of graded Frts-modules
0 Ñ à
i`j“n
`
PHipX ;Fq bFrts PHjpY;Fq
˘Ñ PHn pX bg Yq Ñà
i`j“n
TorFrts pPHipX ;Fq, PHj´1pY;Fqq Ñ 0
which splits, though not naturally.
Remark 5.13. If S is either Top, Met, oSimp, or Simp, then following Remark
4.1 yields a similar Persistent Ku¨nneth theorem in each case.
5.4. Barcode Formulae. We now give the barcode formula for the generalized
tensor product of objects in SN. Recall from Theorem 2.11 that pointwise finite ob-
jects in ModNF can be uniquely decomposed into interval diagrams. In Proposition
5.3, the tensor product and Tor of the associated interval modules was computed,
and the following is a consequence of Theorem 5.12.
Theorem 5.14. Let X ,Y P SN. Assume that for 0 ď i, j ď n, the diagrams HipX q
and HjpYq are pointwise finite. Then HnpX bg Yq is pointwise finite with barcode
bcdnpX bg Yq “
ď
i`j“n
"
p`J ` Iq X p`I ` Jq
ˇˇˇ
I P bcdipX q, J P bcdjpYq
*
ď
ď
i`j“n
"
pρJ ` Iq X pρI ` Jq
ˇˇˇ
I P bcdipX q, J P bcdj´1pYq
*
.
In the above formula, the first union of intervals is associated with the tensor
part of the sequence in theorem 5.12, while the second union is associated with the
Tor part. The results are easy to generalize to 0-th persistent homology in the case
of finite tensor product of objects in Top.
Corollary 5.15 (0-th persistent homology). Let X1, . . . ,XpP SN, and assume that
H0 pXiq is pointwise finite for all i P N. Let bcd0pXiq be the 0-dimensional barcode
of Xi, then
bcd0 pX1 bg ¨ ¨ ¨ bg Xpq “
" pč
i“1
` p`´ `Iiq ` Ii˘ˇˇˇˇ ` “ pÿ
i“1
`Ii , Ii P bcd0pXiq
*
.
In other words, a bar in X1 bg ¨ ¨ ¨ bg Xp corresponding to p bars, one from each
bcd0pXiq, starts at the sum of the starting points and lives as long as the shortest
one.
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Topological inference deals with estimating the homology of a metric space X
from a finite point cloud X, as discussed in Example 2.4. Usually, longer bars in
a barcode represent significant topological features. The following corollary allows
us to count the number of bars longer than a threshold  ą 0 in the barcode of the
tensor product.
Corollary 5.16 (On high persistence). For n ě 0 and  ą 0, let cXn pβq and
cXn pβ ě q denote the number of bars with length exactly β and at least  respectively
in bcdnpX q. Assume that the lengths of longest bars in bcdnpX q and bcdnpYq are
βXn and β
Y
n respectively, then
βXbgYn “ max
"
max
k`l“n
!
mintβXk , βYl u
)
, max
k`l“n
!
mintβXk , βYl´1u
)*
and
cXbgYn pβ ě q “
ÿ
k`l“n
cYl pβ ě qcXk pβ ě q `
ÿ
k`l“n´1
cYl pβ ě qcXk pβ ě q.(21)
By replacing  with β
XbgY
n , the formula in equation 21 can be used to compute
the number of bars with the longest length in bcdn pX bg Yq.
6. Applications and Discussion
6.1. Application: Time series analysis. Time series are ubiquitous in data sci-
ence and make for an important object of study. Recently, the problem of detect-
ing recurrence in time varying-data has received increasing attention in the applied
topology literature [38, 51]. Two types of recurrence that appear prominently are
periodicity and quasiperiodicity. A function f : R ÝÑ C is said to be quasiperiodic
on the Q-linearly independent frequencies ω1, . . . , ωN if there exists F : RN ÝÑ C
so that each t ÞÑ F pt1, . . . , tn´1, t, tn`1, . . . , tN q is periodic with frequency ωn, and
fptq “ F pt, . . . , tq for all t P R. Quasiperiodicity appears naturally in biphonation
phenomena in mammals [50], and in transitions to chaos in rotating fluids [30].
The topological approach to recurrence detection starts with the sliding window
embedding of f , defined for each t P R and parameters d P N and τ P p0,8q, as
SWd,τfptq “
»———–
fptq
fpt` τq
...
fpt` dτq
fiffiffiffifl P Cd`1.
One then uses the barcodes bcdRi pSWd,τfpT q;Fq for T Ă R, as signatures; for if
f is periodic, then SWd,τfpRq is a closed curve [40], and when f is quasiperiodic
then SWd,τfpZq is dense in a high-dimensional torus [36, 29]. These ideas have
been used successfully to find new periodic genes in biological systems [39], and to
automatically detect biphonation in high-speed videos of vibrating vocal folds [45].
One of the main challenges in computing bcdRi pSWd,τfpT q;Fq for a quasiperiodic
time series f is that if SWd,τf fills out the torus at a slow rate — requiring a
potentially large T Ă Z — then the persistent homology computation becomes
prohibitively large. We will see next how the categorical persistent Ku¨nneth formula
(Corollary 4.6) can be used to address this. The general strategy will be illustrated
with a computational example.
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Let c1, c2 P Cr t0u with |c1|2 ` |c2|2 “ 1, and let ω P RrQ. If
fptq “ c1eit ` c2eiωt
then SWd,τfptq “ Ω ¨ φptq, where
Ω “ 1?
d` 1
»———–
1 1
eiτ eiωτ
...
...
eidτ eidωτ
fiffiffiffifl , φptq “ ?d` 1
«
c1e
it
c2e
iωt
ff
.
An elementary calculation shows that if d ě 1 and τ “ 2pipd`1q|ω´1| , then the columns
of Ω are orthonormal in Cd`1. Fix d “ 1, ω “ ?3, τ as above, and c1 “ c2 “ 1{
?
2.
Figure 5 below shows the real part of f (left), and a visualization (right) of the
sliding window point cloud SWd,τf “ SWd,τfpT q, T “ tt P Z : 0 ď t ď 4, 000u,
using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [33].
0 50 100 150 200 250 300
-2
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0
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2
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Figure 5. (Left) real
`
fptq˘ “ 1?
2
cosptq ` 1?
2
cosp?3tq, and
(Right) a PCA projection into R3 of the point cloud SWd,τf .
Computing the exact barcodes bcdRi pSWd,τfq, i “ 0, 1, 2, for point clouds of this
size is already prohibitively large (e.g., with Ripser [4]). Thus, one strategy is to
choose a smaller set of landmarks L Ă SWd,τf and use the stability theorem [19]
dB
´
bcdRi pLq, bcdRi pSWd,τfq
¯
ď 2dGHpL,SWd,τfq
to estimate the barcodes of SWd,τf using those of L, up to an error (in the bottle-
neck sense) of twice the Gromov-Hausdorff distance dGH between L and SWd,τf .
Specifically, if r “ dGHpL,SWd,τfq and I “ r`I , ρIq P bcdRi pLq satisfies ρI´`I ą 4r,
then there is a unique J P bcdRi pSWd,τfq with |ρI ´ ρJ |, |`I ´ `J | ď 2r, and thus
maxt0 , ρI ´ 2ru ď ρJ ď ρI ` 2r
maxt0 , `I ´ 2ru ď `J ď `I ` 2r.
(22)
In what follows we compare this landmark approximation procedure to a differ-
ent strategy leveraging the categorical persistent Ku¨nneth theorem for the Rips
filtration on the maximum metric (Corollary 4.6). Here is the setup:
Landmarks: We select a set L Ă SWd,τf of 400 landmarks (%10 of the data)
using maxmin sampling. That is, `1 P SWd,τf is chosen at random and the
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rest of the landmarks are selected inductively as
`j`1 “ argmax
xPSWd,τf
min
 }x´ `1}2, . . . , }x´ `j}2(
We endow L with the Euclidean distance in C2, and compute the barcodes
bcdRi pL, } ¨ }2q, i “ 0, 1, 2, directly using Ripser [4].
Ku¨nneth: Let p1, p2 : C2 ÝÑ C be the projections onto the first and second
coordinate, respectively. We select two sets of landmarks, XL Ă p1 ˝ φpT q
and YL Ă p2 ˝φpT q with 70 points each using maxmin sampling, and endow
the cartesian product XL ˆ YL with the maximum metric in C2. The
barcodes of XL and YL are computed using Ripser, and we deduce those
of bcdRi pXL ˆ YL, } ¨ }8q for i “ 0, 1, 2 using Corollary 4.6.
6.1.1. Computational Results. Table 3 shows the computational times in each ap-
proximation strategy — i.e., via the landmark set L and the persistent Ku¨nneth
theorem applied to XL ˆ YL — as well as the number of data points in each case.
Landmarks Ku¨nneth
Time (sec) 15.22 0.20
# of points 400 4,900
Table 3. Computational times, and number of points, for the
landmark and Ku¨nneth approximations to bcdRi pSWd,τfq, i ď 2.
As these results show, the Ku¨nneth approximation strategy is almost two orders
of magnitude faster that just taking landmarks, and as we will see below, it is also
more accurate. Indeed, the inequalities in (22) can be used to generate a confidence
region for the existence of an interval J P bcdRi pSWd,τfq given a large enough
interval I P bcdRi pLq. A similar region can be estimated from bcdRi pXL ˆ YLq as
follows. Since the columns of Ω are orthonormal, then for every z P C2 we have
}z}8 ď }z}2 “ }Ωz}2 ď
?
2}z}8 and thus
RpSWd,τf, } ¨ }2q Ă RpφpT q, } ¨ }8q Ă R?2pSWd,τf, } ¨ }2q.
Moreover, (see 3.21) if I P bcdRi pXL ˆ YL, } ¨ }8q satisfies
ρI?
2
´?2`I ą 4dGH
`
XL ˆ YL, φpT q
˘
where λ “ dGHpXLˆYL, φpT qq is computed for subspaces of pC2, } ¨ }8q, then there
exists a unique J P bcdRi pSWd,τf, } ¨ }2q so that
max
"
0 ,
ρI ´ 2λ?
2
*
ď ρJ ď
?
2 ¨ pρI ` 2λq
max
"
0 ,
`I ´ 2λ?
2
*
ď `J ď
?
2 ¨ p`I ` 2λq.
(23)
Figure 6 shows the resulting confidence regions for both approximation strategies.
Each interval rρ, `q is replaced by a point pρ, `q P R2, and the regions for bcdRi pLq
(22) and bcdRi pXLˆYLq (23) are shown in blue and red, respectively. We compare
these regions by computing their area, and report the results in Table 4.
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Figure 6. Confidence regions for bcdRi pLq and bcdRi pXL ˆ YLq,
i “ 1, 2. For a given color, each box (confidence region) contains a
point pρJ , `Jq corresponding to a unique J P bcdRi pSWd,τfq.
i Landmarks Ku¨nneth
1 0.7677 0.4680
1 0.7480 0.4709
2 0.9072 0.4704
Table 4. Areas for confidence regions from bcdRi pLq (blue) and
bcdRi pXL ˆ YLq (red), i “ 1, 2 (see Figure 6). A smaller area
suggests a better approximation.
These results suggest that the Ku¨nneth strategy provides a tighter approxima-
tion than using landmarks. Moreover, both strategies can be used in tandem —
improving the quality of approximation — via intersection of confidence regions.
6.2. Application: Vietoris-Rips complexes of n-Tori. The main theorem in
[1] implies that the Vietoris-Rips complex RpS1r q of a circle of radius r(equipped
with Euclidean metric) is homotopy equivalent to S2l`1 if
2r sin
ˆ
pi
l
2l ` 1
˙
ă  ď 2r sin
ˆ
pi
l ` 1
2l ` 3
˙
.
Consider the categorical product of Vietoris-Rips complexes on N circles RpS1r1qˆ
RpS1r2q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ RpS1rN q. We know it is homotopy equivalent to RpTq where T “
S1r1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ S1rN equipped with the maximum metric. For its barcode bcdp in
dimension p, let bcdp be the subcollection of bars in bcdp that start at 0 and end
after . For each 1 ď n ď N , the only two bars in bcdppRpS1rnqq that start at 0 are
the intervals r0,?3rns P bcd1
`R `S1rn˘˘ and r0,8q P bcd0 `R `S1rn˘˘. Then
bcdp pRpTqq “
"
I1 X ¨ ¨ ¨ X IN
ˇˇˇˇ
In P bcdmn
`R `S1rn˘˘ ,mn P t0, 1u, Nÿ
n“1
mn “ p
*
Let χn be the indicator function for the interval r0,
?
3rns, that is, χnpq “ 1 if
 P r0,?3rns and 0 otherwise. Then the number of elements in bcdp pRpTqq is given
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by
#
`
bcdp pRpTqq
˘ “ ˆřNn“1 χnpq
p
˙
.
This result was originally proved in [36, Proposition 2.7]. We can also compute the
barcodes
bcd1pRpTqq “
 r0,?3rns ˇˇn “ 1, . . . , N(
in dimension 1, and
bcd2pRpTqq “
"”
0,
?
3 mintrn, rmu
ı ˇˇˇˇ
n,m “ 1, . . . , N
*
in dimension 2.
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